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What is
ShopStreaming?
Facebook, Instagram and many other social networks
are no longer purely social. They have evolved into highly
successful sales platforms with extensive reach and
purchase conversion capabilities that harness live streaming
features to reach audiences worldwide.
This new trend, ShopStreaming, leverages existing platform
engagement, along with sales and payment solutions to
offer significant one-stop-shop digital commerce growth
potential.
Through the intelligent connection of brands and commerce
touchpoints, there is now even greater opportunity to
seamlessly and efficiently increase sales potential and
customer value. Those organizations willing to invest in a
social commerce strategy and a dedicated e-commerce
environment are poised to win.
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Shifting social
needs and desires
Digital commerce has never grown and evolved as quickly as
it has the last 12 months.
The latest data confirms the speed with which shopping has
shifted to digital channels.

By 2024, the volume of online sales
in Germany is forecast to increase
to EUR 141 billion from the current
total of around EUR 80 billion.1
At the same time, there has been a sea-change in behaviour,
which is irrevocably altering the role of digital commerce.
As we spend more time online, we are also increasingly
shifting our emotional and social needs into the digital sphere,
which is generating completely new business models for
brands and retailers at an astonishing rate.

1 IFH: Record figures for online commerce, 10/12/2020.
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Three key social
commerce needs

1
2
3

The increasing desire for more social
interaction and belonging in the digital sphere.
Back in 2018, a survey by PWC2 found that 75% of respondents still
want the opportunity to interact with real people as digitalisation of
the customer experience increases.

The increasing desire for more experiences,
inspiration and entertainment online.
According to Facebook Live figures for 2020, a whopping 82% of users
prefer to watch a livestream than read a social post.3

The increasing desire for more help in
achieving quick and efficient product
and purchase navigation experiences.
In a survey conducted by Episerver, 46% of respondents indicated
they would abandon a planned online purchase as a result of being
overwhelmed with choice.4

2 https://www.pwc.com/future-of-cx
3 https://techjury.net/blog/facebook-live-stats/
4 https://www.episerver.com/reports/reimagining-commerce-report
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Three key social
commerce needs
To address these shifting social needs and desires:
New offers that address these shifting social needs
and desires with one seamless shopping experience
are emerging at a breath-taking rate; and they combine
intelligent connectivity of new experience options with
data and technology to maximize user and brand value.
We define these offers or experiences as
ShopStreaming Commerce.

SOCIAL
I want more
social interaction
and a feeling of
community

ENTERTAINMENT
I’m excited about
experiences,
discovery and
inspiration

COMMERCE
I’d like to buy
products that
are really
right for me

ShopStreaming
Commerce

Within this new environment, social platforms continue to
play an important role, but these offers are relevant wherever
social interaction, entertainment and business intersect.
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Social Media, E-commerce and Hybrid
solutions

Social media diversifies into commerce
Since many people use social media for entertainment and search
purposes, it’s no surprise platforms are increasingly offering shopping
and purchase functionalities in posts, short-form videos or via
livestreaming.
30% of generation Z-shoppers have already bought something through
a link on social media.5 In the future, users should be able to pay directly
on the platform. Although much of this functionality is currently only
available in the US, it’s just a matter of time before these services are
enabled in Germany.

E-commerce diversifies into social and
entertainment experiences
Many online traders and marketplaces have large customer bases
and are looking for new ways to inspire and motivate. They are adding
core social media functionality to their online shops, such as group
chat, community discovery, inspirational content, “like” buttons or even
livestream shopping. Purchases are made in their own online shop,
meaning the brand or retailer retains shopper data.

New hybrid shopping communities
are emerging
Start-ups are creating seamless community, experiences, and
shopping destinations (browser or app-based), which, at first glance,
could be either a social platform or online shop – but are actually both;
and they co-exist in a completely natural and seamless way.

5 YouGov: Social Shopping, 2020.
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ShopStreaming solutions
available to brands and retailers today

1. Social media diversifies into commerce

Source: facebook.com, 19/05/2020.

Facebook and Instagram shops
Facebook has made Instagram stories, as well as posts, ‘shoppable’ and has
provided new options for customising shop pages. With the Instagram checkout
function, which has been undergoing testing in the US since 2019, it should be
possible in the future to buy products directly.

Source: about.instagram.com, 01/03/2021.

Instagram Live Rooms
Unveiled in early 2021, the new Live Rooms feature, allows users to broadcast
live on the platform with up to three other people. This feature should be
available more widely soon and will give influencers the opportunity to sell
branded products directly via their Instagram stream.
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Source: newsroom.pinterest.com, 01/06/2020.

Pinterest Lens Shop tab
The Lens Shop tab enables Pinterest users to find products they’re looking for
with the help of pictures. Users simply upload a picture and receive relevant
product suggestions. The addition of a Shop button in 2020 has meant that the
desired products can now be purchased directly on the platform from selected
brands and retailers.

Source: corporate.walmart.com, 09/03/2021

Livestream shopping on TikTok
Just before Christmas 2020, Walmart joined forces with TikTok to launch the
‘Holiday Shop-Along Spectacular’ on the video-sharing platform. Users were able
to participate in a livestream event and shop live alongside popular influencers,
without having to leave the platform. The event was so successful that, just three
months later, the ‘Spring Shop-Along: Beauty Edition’ was held.
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2. E-commerce diversifies into
social and entertainment experiences

Source: amazon.com, 22/03/2021.

Amazon Live
Amazon launched its live shopping platform, Amazon Live, back in 2019.
Here, manufacturers can advertise their products in a continuous broadcast,
just like traditional home-shopping channels. The products being promoted
are shown in the stream and can be purchased directly.

Source: squadded.co, 22/03/2021

Squad shopping parties, e.g. on Asos
Browser extensions like squadded.co allow groups of people to discover and
shop in their favourite online shops together. Known as ‘squad shopping’, the
functionality allows mainly younger target groups to browse their favourite shops,
swap wish-lists and shop together – all from the comfort of their own sofa.
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Source: LiSA: company data, 22/03/2021.

Live shopping at CHRIST
In early 2020, jewellery retailer CHRIST launched its own live shopping format,
called CHRIST Live, using its own employees for the live weekly advice sessions.
Shoppers can place products in their basket during the live show and complete
their purchase in the CHRIST shop.

Source: LiSA: company data, 22/03/2021.

Live shopping conferences and masterclasses
with AVON
In 2020, the well-known beauty brand AVON faced the challenge of being
unable to hold its annual brand ambassadors’ conference as a physical event
and decided to host online.
Positive ambassador feedback, high engagement rates and sales have led
AVON to hold its next big event online, too.
The two events were attended by a total of 17,000 brand ambassadors and
helped AVON achieve sales in the millions.6
AVON is currently expanding its live shopping channel and now offers its
ambassadors a regular programme of masterclasses. The next step should
enable the brand ambassadors to host live shopping events themselves for
their customers.
6 AVON: company data, 2020.
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3. New hybrid shopping communities are emerging

Source: retailtouchpoints.com, 12/06/2019.

Depop
The fashion marketplace app Depop was launched in 2011 and has since then
styled itself as a global community, where the ‘next generation’ buys, sells and
connects to make fashion more inclusive, diverse and less wasteful. The app
currently has more than 21 million users.
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How ShopStreaming can build e-commerce
engagement and impact – a case study by
VMLY&R COMMERCE and LiSA

more than
4,000
participants in total

63%
chat engagement,
on average

14 minutes
session length,
on average

Source: VMLY&R Commerce: company data, 22/03/2021.

Live shopping with essence
To steer young beauty addicts to the essence online shop and increase sales,
a host of conversion-optimised live shopping events was organised in 2020.
The technology offered an immersive shopping experience and enabled essence
to use participant data for retargeting purposes.
With several thousand viewers, average chat engagement of 63% and an average
session time of 14 minutes, live shopping events proved to be an effective way of
driving brand and product engagement as well as sales.7

7 Cosnova: company data, 2020.
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Summary: ShopStreaming
options at a glance

ShopStreaming offers brands and retailers various opportunities to
achieve their own specific goals:

OPTIONS FOR BRANDS AND RETAILERS:
MAKING SOCIAL MEDIA MORE
E-COMMERCE FOCUSED

PARTNERING WITH NEW
HYBRID MODELS

Lead generation via own
entertainment formats on
social media, for example

Opening up of potential new
customer segments

Experience contained
within the platform

Experience offered in own
environment, with ‘look and
feel’ of own brand

Experience contained
within the platform

Customer data belongs to the
particular platform, only shared
to a limited extent

Sovereignty over customer
data, as experience occurs in
own environment

Customer data belongs to the
particular platform, only shared
to a limited extent

Conversion generally happens on
the particular platform

Conversion happens in own
online shop

Conversion generally happens on
the particular platform

With conversions on the platform,
brands generally have to pay a
commission

No profit-sharing with
third parties

With conversions on the platform,
brands generally have to pay a
commission

Opening up of potential new
customer segments
Increase
reach

MAKING E-COMMERCE MORE
SOCIAL & EXPERIENTIAL

Increase in awareness, ‘use’
the image of the platform

Own
touchpoint

Increase in awareness, ‘use’
the image of the platform

Data
sovereignty

Conversion
in own
e-commerce
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Conclusion
The rapidly increasing desire for better online connections,
experiences and product navigation is irrevocably altering the
form and function of digital commerce for the better.
ShopStreaming offers the ability to bridge the gap between
experience and conversion.
In the US, the market for live shopping is already estimated to
be worth EUR 4.2 billion.8 In Germany, enhanced functionality
and initial case studies demonstrate significant potential.
And while the reach of the main social platforms may be wider
and easier to leverage, if businesses want more control over
user data, they will have to create more experiences in their
own e-commerce offering.
Bottom line: maximizing the various ShopStreaming
opportunities will need to be a function of overall business
objectives and strategies relative to desired engagement,
purchase seamlessness and data capture.

8 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/10/singles-day-sales-to-get-tremendous-lift-from-livestream-events.html
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Our approach
Social Commerce+ is an innovative new practice designed to
help brands accelerate purchase and business growth by
connecting commerce to social and leading to a better
understanding and retargeting their customer by being in
control of the data.
The practice turns the traditional marketing funnel on its head,
by identifying business goals from the outset e.g., volume of
instore /online sales, subscriptions or footfall, followed by
calculation of a unique blend of channels needed to deliver the
goals. The model leverages paid social channels and media
buying to one that leverages a broader collection of
touchpoints to drive incremental reach and conversion.
The + in Social Commerce+ indicates that the approach expands
the playing field of traditional social media platforms by linking
paid and earned social channels with complementary social
and retail platforms, delivering a larger ecosystem of commerce
moments, and therefore more opportunities for growth.
To implement ShopStreaming successfully, therefore, a
comprehensive strategy is required. An interdisciplinary and
collaborative working process is a must.
Social Commerce+ involves working with the business to identify
the individual growth opportunities, so that it can use the most
efficient levers for building its own communities and increasing
its conversions.
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About

VMLY&R COMMERCE is the world-leading end-to-end Creative Commerce company.
A new agency brand that draws on Geometry’s commercial expertise and VMLY&R’s brand
promise to ‘re-imagine commerce’.
Commerce holds the most untapped potential for the growth of brands and people. We
developed our proprietary Living Commerce™ approach to understand how, when and why
people buy. It can be used to create stimulating and culturally relevant creative commerce
experiences that increase conversions wherever life and commerce intersect.

The mission of Düsseldorf-based start-up LiSA is very simple: to bring the best livestream
shopping experiences to online shops around the globe. The LiSA team understands the
needs of different online traders – be they D2C brands, shopping community apps or
marketplaces – and so can offer a wide range of innovative solutions.

For further information, please contact:
Jörn Klocke, Director Business Development, Germany
VMLY&R COMMERCE
joern.klocke@vmlyrcommerce.com
Debbie Ellison, Chief Digital Officer, Global
VMLY&R COMMERCE
debbie.ellison@vmlyrcommerce.com
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